Press Release

Launching BigRep 3D PARTLAB: Expanding Printing Services for Large-Format
Industrial Additive Manufacturing in North America.
BigRep America is opening a new headquarters featuring the new BigRep 3D PARTLAB for flexible
3D printing services with fleet of large-format 3D printers.
Boston / Nashville, February 7, 2020 – BigRep, the global leader in large-format additive
manufacturing (AM) technology and solutions, is expanding its product offering to include 3D printing
services for new and existing customers in North America. The new BigRep 3D PARTLAB will be
located in BigRep’s new American headquarters in Boston, set to open on February 10 during the
3DEXPERIENCE® World exhibition in Nashville, TN (February 9-12).
“Addressing a growing demand in the market for flexible AM printing services, BigRep 3D PARTLAB
will set a new standard in customer services for both existing and new industrial clients looking for
innovative AM solutions from proven professionals,” says Frank Marangell, BigRep CBO and President
of BigRep America. “PARTLAB will support both our partners and customers who are over capacity
and assist other companies in need of large-format parts printed by industry experts.”
BigRep 3D PARTLAB will offer customized ordering services for 3D printed parts including prototypes,
tooling, molds and even end-use parts; printed to the customers’ specifications with BigRep’s
extensive line of engineering-grade materials. PARTLAB makes the full potential of the company’s
technology and expertise in large-format additive available to new customers while offering
comprehensive services for BigRep’s industrial customer base across North America.
BigRep’s new, bigger facility in Boston will feature a showroom with a fleet of BigRep’s large-format
AM systems including STUDIO G2s, ONEs, and PROs. The new North American headquarters is also
available for demos and consultancy.
At 3DEXPERIENCE® World 2020, hosted by Dassault Systèmes, BigRep will present one of its
industrial AM systems and innovative printed parts in booth 308. More about the trade show:
https://3dexperienceworld.com/

About BigRep
BigRep develops the world’s largest serial production 3D printers, creating the industry benchmark
for large-scale printing with the aim to reshape manufacturing. Its award-winning, Germanengineered machines are establishing new standards in speed, reliability and efficiency. BigRep’s
printers are the preferred choice of engineers, designers and manufacturers at leading companies in
the industrial, automotive and aerospace sectors. Through collaborations with its strategic partners
– including Bosch Rexroth, Etihad Airways and Deutsche Bahn – and key investors – including BASF
and Koehler – BigRep continues to develop complete solutions for integrated additive manufacturing
systems, as well as a wide range of printing materials on an open-choice source. Founded in 2014,

BigRep is headquartered in Berlin with offices in Boston and Singapore. Leading the way in one of
the world’s key technologies, our multinational engineering teams are highly trained,
interdisciplinary and customer-focused.
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